
INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

Embracing Wisdom from East and West: A College Committed to 

Tradition and Innovation 

Introduction: 

In the hallowed halls of our esteemed institution, we abide by the timeless motto that echoes 

through the ages - "Gather Ye the Wisdom of the East and West." This guiding principle 

encapsulates our commitment to fostering a holistic and inclusive educational experience, 

drawing from the rich traditions of both Eastern and Western philosophies. This unique centre 

of teaching and learning completed hundred years and more than a decade of its birth and 

turned into a century-old Fortress of Learning and Education maintaining the tradition of 

Spirituality and Scientific temper in a world of diminishing human values, inculcating in 

young minds, a harmonious blend of the “Wisdom of the East and West”. To quote our 

honourable Ex-President, Dewan Gajendra Kumar, “The lead word in our motto is Wisdom 

and Morality and Ethics are not far behind.” True to the Will of our Illustrious Founder, Late 

Sardar Dyal Singh Majithia, the path of Wisdom, Morality and Ethics has been the kindling 

force all along. 

Preserving Cultural Heritage: 

One distinctive feature that sets our college apart is the dedicated preservation of languages 

that are the vessels of our cultural heritage. We proudly maintain the languages of Sanskrit 

and Punjabi, ensuring that students have the opportunity to delve into the linguistic tapestry 

that has woven the history and traditions of our land. These languages are not merely subjects 

of study; they are gateways to a deeper understanding of our roots and a connection to the 

wisdom ofour forebears.The college proudly preserves the linguistic heritage of Sanskrit and 

Punjabi, fostering a connection to cultural roots. Beyond language, the essence of tradition is 

showcased through annual Sanskrit plays and declamations, celebrating the richness of our 

heritage. 

Founded in the historic city of Lahore, our college roots itself in a legacy of cultural 

brilliance.Adding to the charm, the historic building, standing resilient after 75 years, is not 

merely a structure but a testament to our commitment to preserving our legacy. Its 

architectural grandeur echoes the voices of the past, and meticulous conservation efforts 

ensure that it remains a living chronicle of our history. With a heritage steeped in academic 

excellence and a commitment to fostering wisdom, our institution stands as a testament to the 

rich tapestry of knowledge, tradition, and resilience that defines our journey. 

Annually on September 9th, our college celebrates Founder's Day in homage to the visionary 

Sardar Dyal Singh Majithia. This tradition aims to instil the values he imparted, promoting 

academic excellence, integrity, and community service. Through events and reflections, we 

honour his legacy and inspire the next generation of leaders. 

 

 

 



Embracing Modernity: 

While we hold steadfast to our commitment to traditional values, we are equally ardent in our 

pursuit of a modern approach to education. Recognizing the evolving landscape of 

knowledge and technology, we embrace modern methods and techniques that prepare our 

students for the challenges of the contemporary world. The integration of cutting-edge 

technologies, innovative teaching methodologies, and a forward-looking curriculum ensures 

that our students are well-equipped to navigate the complexities of the 21st century. 

Simultaneously, we stride confidently into the future.  

The college has meticulously modernized its library, embracing cutting-edge technology to 

transform it into a hub of digital resources. Students benefit from a wealth of information, 

seamlessly blending the wisdom of the past with the innovations of today. Having the 

capacity of 200 seats for readers it has been equipped with 12 Computer systems with 

Internet facility and 2 printers and most important Library Automation Software Koha to 

present a glance of the library. The library has access to e-resources provided by UGC-

INFLIBNET through N-LIST programs. The digital section has around CDs/ DVDs. The 

catalogue of the library can be accessed online by weblink: 

http://dsck.bestbookbuddies.com.Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals: 

INFLIBNET (N-LIST) Programme provides access to 6500 e-journals and 32 Lakhs E-

Books.Online Public Access Catalogue (OPAC) is the representation of the library’s 

collection of learning resources. Library provides round-the-clock Web OPAC facility to the 

faculty and students of the institute through Koha Library software. 

Recognizing the pivotal role of technology in education, the college has championed 

computer education through modern techniques. State-of-the-art facilities and innovative 

teaching methods ensure that students are well-versed in the skills demanded by the 

contemporary professional landscape.Our thriving college boasts a cutting-edge academic 

environment with 200 computers, 6 interactive boards, and 10 smart classrooms, fostering a 

tech-savvy and interactive learning experience. Complemented by various workshops, we 

prioritize skill enhancement, ensuring our students are well-equipped with both knowledge 

and practical abilities for future success. 

 Our college is dedicated to nurturing entrepreneurial spirit among students, fostering 

innovation, and providing a supportive ecosystem for aspiring entrepreneurs. Muskan and 

Simanthani, our own students, standout examples of our college's dedication to nurturing 

entrepreneurial spirit, have achieved notable success. Their innovative ventures not only 

exemplify our commitment to fostering entrepreneurship but also showcase the supportive 

ecosystem we provide for aspiring visionaries within our educational community. Through 

specialized programs, mentorship initiatives, and collaboration with industry experts, we aim 

to empower students to explore, create, and thrive in the dynamic world of entrepreneurship, 

unlocking their full potential for success. 

Our vibrant alumni association, a registered body, serves as a dynamic network connecting 

former students. Through events, communication, and collaboration, it fosters a strong sense 

of community, facilitates professional growth, and enhances the overall legacy and influence 

of your educational institution. 

 

http://dsck.bestbookbuddies.com/


 

Balancing Tradition and Innovation: 

At our college, we understand the delicate balance between tradition and innovation. We 

believe that true wisdom lies in the ability to synthesize the timeless insights of the past with 

the dynamic demands of the present. By adhering to the motto "Gather Ye the Wisdom of the 

East and West," we encourage our students to explore diverse perspectives, assimilate 

knowledge from different cultures, and cultivate a global mindset that transcends boundaries. 
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DYAL SINGH COLLEGE

1910-LAHORE 1949-KARNAL

On 3rd May, 1910 Dyal Singh College, Lahore was opened. Dewan Anand Kumar re-established Dyal Singh College and Dyal Singh Library in Karnal, Haryana on 

September 09, 1949, which were founded on the excellent vision and will of Sardar Dyal Singh Majithia.
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